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WERE SPANIARDS THE
[ DR,
BEEDE
QUESTIONED
building had stood. Careful exfirst to use North Dakota clay for
fthe Indians closely concerning this
amination ot the bank was made
the manufacture of brick, or were ,
tradition and became convinced of
for a distance of several miles, but
the first brick used in the state - its truthfulness. The word used by
no evidence of brick work was
brought up the Missouri river, perthe Indians to describe the build·
found.
All along the bank bore
haps from St. Louis?
Recorded
ers of the ancient fort was differt
evidence
of the river's encroachhistory is silent on the subject, but
ent from that used for French or
ment, and it appears certain that
110 far as the records go they are
English. The Indians appeared to
. what remained of the ruin had
consistent with the theory that the
understand that these men were of
been under-cut and :fallen into the
· first brick were brought up the
a different.' . race. While they did
river.
river. Indian tradition, however,
not know ,trom what part of the
says definitely that Spaniards were
world they ~me they were positive
*
THE ANTIQUITY
OF THE
the first brlckmakers in North Dathat they had, come overland from
ruin as Dr. Beede saw it was evikota and that they made the first
the southwest and had not followdent from the fact that most of
brick ever used in the state.
ed any of ihe water routes familiar
the work was covered · by two or
to later travelers.
three feet of soil, the result of
' PROFESSOR H. E. SIMPSON,
many years of flood sedimentation.
of the University of North Dakota,
THIS INDIAN TRADITION EXThe brick itself is hard, and the
has in his possession one brick taktends a bit of history which is a
marks on it indicate clearly that it
en from the ruins of a structure
matter of record. After the enwas hand-made. Those early vison the Missouri concerning which
[trance of the Spaniards into Mexico
itors would have had no difficulty
.t here is no written record, every
and their conquest of that country
1n finding in that vicinity clay suit:v estige of which has now disapuµder Cortez, thousands of Spa~able for brick making. Somewhere
peared but which is ·ascribed by
lards joined in the quest for Mex1in that locality someone may yet
Indian' tradition to Spaniards who
can gold, and niany of these befind the site of the first North Dacame into North Dakota, not from
came permanent settlers. It is
kota brick kiln, marked by fragthe east, as most of the early white
known that at least one group of
ments of brick broken in burning
visitors did, but from the southst>aniards came up from the southor handling. And · somewhere in
~est.
w_e stern settlements and got as far
the bed of the Missouri there are
north as Kansas atld Nebraska. If
probably several thousand brick
*
*
the Indian legend has a basis · of
:which
some dredger may one day
. THIS BRICK WAS GIVEN PROfact it appears that some group
di15cover,
to wonder what prehisfessor ·Simpson by Dr. Beede, who
from one of those early exploring
~oric period they represent.
spent many years among the Inparties came still farther north,
dians and became familiar with
established what was intended to
:their history, language and cus~
be a permanent settlement on the
,t oms. On the bank of the Missouri
bank of the Missouri, made brick
river, not far from the mouth of
from the native clay and used that
the Cannonball, Dr. Beede found,
brick in the foundation and floor
many years ago, a. brick floor
of what appears to have been a
!Which appeared to have been part
substantial structure. No survivof a building, presumably of wood,
or of the party was left after the
:Which bad long since disappeared.
Indian attack, and their building
:Fur traders ~nd other travelers
ultimately went to ruin.
'came up the · Missouri from St.
* -·- -·Louis in the very early days, but
THE BRICK WHICH SIMPSON
in the accounts of these explorahas is one of several which were
. ons there is no record ~f any
taken from the ruin by Dr. Beede,
- ..
the others being distributed alnong
1
building at the point where the
several museums. When Dr. Beede
brick ruin was found.
visited the place the river was eroding the bank on which the build*
INDIANS WITH WHOM DR.
ing had stood, and it was evident
Be'ede talked said that this build·
that before long the last vestige of
Ing was built by Spaniards who
the ruin would be swept away.
came into the country many years
Since receiving bis sample brick ·
before from the southwest; that
an4 bearing the tradition ·of its
the visitors had established a perorigin Professor Simpson vlsite
manent settlement there and had
the locality and from description
bullt the building whose ruins were
which had been given him endeav
stlll visible. Their story ran .that
oi,!d i;o lo~at~ th~ l!ll&f Yl'hU§ tµ
after the building of their storehouse or fort the visitors had become involved In quarrels with the
1Indians who had attacked their litUe settlement and killed all the
members of the invading company.
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~..-im JUST BEEN IJ

KING
over a little book on checkers lent
me by J.E. Deary of Grand Forks,
who is interested in the game, and
who, I suppose, plays it often. The
book is by Willie Ryan and is en. titled, "It's Your Move." I haven't
bad time to work out any of the
numerous problems given, but I
have no doubt the exercise would
be very interesting.

* * *

A BOOK OF THIS KIND IS
valuable to beginners in the game
of checkers because of the empha19fs pfaced on meticulous observation of the rules. Mr. Deary calls
attention particularly to one rule,
whlcl¥Ja that if a player touch one
of his own pieces when it is his
tum to play he must play the piece .
or forfeit the game. If the piece
ls not playable he shall be cautioned for the first offense and forfeit after any subsequent similar
violation. A practice which is
quite common is that of moving a
piece and then holding the finger
on It while a final survey of the
board is made, changing the move
If that seems to be desirable. The
book does not allow this, but cites
the rule as "touch and move."
Considerable annoyance might be
prevented if this rule were always
followed strictly.

* *

*
C .M. McKAY,
OF GRANDS,
Forks who wrote some time ago,
appreciates the mention made in this
column of checkers. Although he
has had little response from players Mr. McKay has through the
column got in touch with "Andy"
Dunkin, of Drayton, and the two
have been playing games by mail.
Mr. Dunkin is the man who sent in
the puzzling cow-and-rope problem
some weeks ago.

*

*
*
'rHE CORRESpONDENT
WHO
sent in the firttt eiolution of the

I

card problem h~s at ;/, ' request
checked over bis figures on the
number of high spades which can
appear in the various hands which
lt ls possible to deal from a pack
of 52 and bis figures now correspond exactly with mine. In his,
first reply he bad got a wrong
twist on the thing somewhere.
Since publishing the problem
have asked several persons ho
many different hands of five the
think it is possible to deal fro
a complete deck. Always th
guesses have been away too low.
When I gave the correct numbe
to one man he said: "It seems
queer that when so many different
bands are possible, I never get a l
good one."

• • *

REVERTING TO CHECKERS
and chess, I have never become
greatly interested in published
checker problems, but when I have
time I like to tackle a two-move
chess problem. Uusually with the,
checker diagram there ls stated
the
requirement:
"White (or
black) to play and win. Scarcely
ever is the number of moves given. Hence, for all that one knows
when tackling the problem the solution may be reached in two or
three moves or in dozens. We have
no means of knowing. The amateur
cannot keep track of many moves
without a board, and sometimes
one likes to take up something of
that sort in an odd moment when
no board is accessible.

*

*

*

WHEN
CHESS
PROBLEMS ·
are given it is with the statement: :
"White to play and mafe in so
many moves," or something like
that. The number of moves is always given, and usually the number is small. One who is at all
familiar with chess can figure out
the possible moves in a two-move
problem without board if not too
many pieces are used.

* * *

I WONDER IF THOSE WHO
publish checker magazines and columns might not make their simpler problems appeal to more persona if they would state the minimum nmnber of moves in which
a win ls to be reached. That number would aiecessarily be greater
than in chess, at least in some
cases, because when the stage has
been reached in checkers that the
win is evident and inevitable, it
may still require several moves
actually .to complete the operation.

* * *

AN EXCEEDINGLY INTEResting book, recently published, is
"Foot-loose in India," by Gordon
Sinclair, a Toronto newspaper man.
Sinclair has adventured a1l ov·er
the world, and his accouqt of his
journey through India ls different
ip form and in tone from anything
else that I have read. Iii' form it
bears a rather striking resemblance to a speech "by Mel Bachellcr in its frequent abandonment of
thQ ~ta.id JW<l '1iini!I~d tor the
more picturesque and often more
expressive colloquiallsms which
some people call slang,

* *

SINCLAIR* WENT THROUGH
India with his eyes open and his
mind unprejudiced by anything
that others have written about the
country and its people. He writes
of things as he saw them and as

they impressed him, and he ls at no
pains to conceal his opinions because they may happen to be considered unorthodox.
He vls!ted
Gandhi in jail and Lord Willingdon in his palace. He ·watched
thousands bathing in the sacred
Ganges and other thousands drinking the water of the stream, P.olluted as it was by contact w1thl
filthy and diseased bodies. He saw
a sacred cow devour cabbages from
the pushcart of a street pedd~er
and observed the ecstacy with
which the process was observed by
the owner of the cabbages who felt .
that he had been highly honored
in that his poor stock had been selected by the sacred creature as
material for a meal. The book is
original and entertaining, if not
profound, and it is written from
the point of view of the western
man on the street rather than from
; that of the dreamer or the philosopher.

Ti

WE H.llVE HAD A DEMONstration recently of the fact that
it doesn't take a great deal of
snovi to make a blizzard. Before
the recent storm which swept this
territory the fields in most places
were almost bare, and for some
days we bad been glven dust
storms instead of snow storms, the
wind being strong enough to cut
the top soil loose from the frozen
mass underneath and send it flying. The total snowfall during the
period was very small, and throughout the valley its average was
probably not more than an inch or
two

'

* * *

THAT SMALL QUANTITY OF
snow was sufficient to make a real
blizzard of whose intensity we have
evidence in the tragic death of the
two girls who were lost and frozen
to death in northern Minnesota. In
the comparative shelter of our city
streets travel became almost impossible because at times it was
impossible for one to see more than
a few yards ahead. It is not diffieult to imagine the conditions on
the open prairie where the wind
had full sweep, unobstructed by
buildings or trees.

the left shoulder (o; ls lt the
rigbt?), about knocking on wood,
and a score of other things which
crop up every now and then, and
concerning which apparently intelligent persons make jokes, but in
which they profess to have no belief.

*

*

*

THE POINT THAT IS MADE
by those who insist that we are all
superstitious is that if we were not
~e shoul~ forget all about such
silly fancies. The fact that we do
not forget is evidence to them that
we have a certain faith in things
that we deride. I don't take much
stock in that notion. That millions of people harbor superstitions
is undeniable. One of the most
familiar of those beliefs which can
be classed as superstitious because
they have no foundation in fact is
that the "changes" of the moon
have some influence over the
weather. One runs across that belief almost every day.

* * *

AS TO THE NOTIONS ABOUT
Friday and most of the others
many people recall them just fro~
habit. They do not believe that .
Friday differs from any other day \
*
,i.
or the thirteenth from any other
IF INSTEAD OF AN INCH OR date. But they know that those 1
two of snow there had been a foot are ancient superstitions, and the
or so, all loose, there would have tradition is remembered.
been a condition which only those
*
who have encountered it can imONCE IN MY YOUNGER DAYS
agine. And there has been just I happened to be keeping "bach"
that condition many times. The with another chap whom I emsensation of one caught out in such ployed to help with chores. Tiring
a storm becomes one of utter con- of pancakes I drew on my earlier
fusion, as in fighting for breath culinary experience and baked
when plunged into deep and rough bread. It was good bread, if I do
water. All sense of direction is say it. It wa:;; my habit, when eet.
lost in the effort to breathe, and ting the dough to rise, to slash it
panic takes the place of cool de- across with two cuts with a knife.
liberation.
My man asked me once what that
meant. At first I couldn't underWELL, WE HAVE GOT BY stand him. He explained. He had
another "Friday the thirteenth," observed me at ea.ch baking cut a
and the old globe still revolves, ap- cross in the stiff dough, and he
parently about as usual. I won- supposed that the act had some
der how much latent superstition magical meaning.
there is in the attention that is
paid to the conjunction of what
WHEN I CAME TO THINK OF
are regarded as the unlucky day it I wondered why I made those
of the week with the unlucky day cuts. I found that I made them
of the month. There are students for no reason of my own, but beof psychology who tell us that in cause I had seen my grandmother
spite of our sophistication and as- do so. With me it was a meaningsumed intelli&ence we are all pret- less gesture, made unconsciously
ty superstitious.
from habit. Then I wondered why
Jfc
anybody made them. My guess is
IN EVIDENCE OF THI~ THEY that somebody's grandmother, gencall attention to the numerous erations ago, found that dough so
fancies concerning luck to which treated would rise better bacause
people give real or apparent at- opportunity would be given for a
tention. There are the supersti- part of the gas to escape. But it.
tions about passing under a lad· was not unreasonable for a strangder, about Friday, about the num- er to suppose that that simple act
ber thirteen, about looking at the was in the nature of a charm to
11ew moon for the first time over ward off evil spirits.

*

*

*

* * *

* * *

* *

••MY NEIGHBOR Jtffi:TS,'' A
uttle book just published by the
Harpers, is likely to prove of unusual interest to Biblical scholars,
as it ls interesting to the lay reader because of its simpllcity and directness and the racial origin of
its author. George M. Lamsa, the
author of the book, ls an Assyrian
whose native language is the Aramaic which was the language spoken by Jesus and his disciples, and
whose people, isolated as they have
been through the centuries, live the
primitive lives and follow the customs of the inhabitants of Palestine 20 centuries ago.

* * •

MR. LAMSA VISITED GRAN!>
Forks several years ago. He was
then engaged in work for the liberation of the women of Turkey
from the servitude in which they
had been bound. It appears that
his work in that cause contributed
greatly to the removal of shackles
from Turkish womanhood. Later
he attended the Theological Seminary at Alexandria, Virginia.

IN

A

* * *

PREFATORY NOTE
Henry William Lanier says:
"These present Assyrians, largely muted with the blood of the captive tribes, represent the oldest existing Christian church. Their bishopa claim an unbroken succession stretching back practically to
the time of Jesus. Their gospel text
dates from the second century,
nearly two hundred years closer to
the event than the Greek MSS on
which our version ls based, and free
f~om that translation into ~ fdretgn Idiom which proverbially; de-,
stroys the Integrity of the written
word.
•'Their native tongue, alone of all
spoken now, ls that Aramaic Jesus
spo)te. They still live and think
anc:t· talk as did the people among
whom Jesus was born and to who
he revealed hia message.
"Mr. Lamsa grew up and was
trained for the priesthood amid
these unchanged customs and tradltlons.
••From this background of peculiar intimacy, and with tireless
study of the neglected old Aramaic
MSS., the author has drawn a portrait of Jesus through native eyes,
bringing fresh lllumination on
many points to western readers.
Again and again dark and troublesome passages, on which commentators have produced libraries of
labored explanation, become clear

and obvious In the iight of the colloquial speech, which the writer
knows as only a native knows a
language, and the local Oriental
habits of thought of those for
whom our gospels were first recorded."

*

*

*

THE AUTHOR ILLUSTRATES
the difficulty which one experiences in a strange environment of
custom and language by some of
his own experiences. He had learned that In the United States letters
are mailed in boxes on the .streets.
Because of confusion as to the
meaning of the word "waste" he
began mailing his letters in boxes
marked "waste," and it was some
time before he learned why his letters had miscarried. He was puzzled when told of the price for
room and board because he understood board to be an ironing board,
and he did not need one. Simtlar
difficulties, he says, are encountered by western people unfamiliar
with the habits of life of the east
which are the basis for so many
expressions which mystify us.

* *

~

IT IS IN THE LIGHT OF THIS
familiarity with the habits and customs of the people with whom Jesus associated and with their
thought and traditions that Mr.
Lamsa Interprets the gospel narrative. He explains that the expression "Eat my body and drink my
blood" means to the Assyrian "endure suffering and hard work. The
camel passing through the eye of
a needle Is more accurately a rope.
Jesus writing on the ground when
the elders demanded judgment on
the woman did not really write, for
few would have understood if he
had written but he followed the
eastern custom of marking on the
ground with the finger or a stick
· when considering a weighty problem. The Aramaic word "Rokha''
means spirit, the healing power.
The same word in different settings means wind, prii!e, temper
and rheumatism, and the correct
rendering of a familiar beatitude
is "Blessed are the poor in pride."
"Son of man" is a generic term intended to distinguish mankind
from the brute creation. "Son of
God" is a term often applied to
one whose earthly father is dead.
1Th~ M"• a tiw of ~e int~rF.r&-

tations which the author gives ,:,
fatniliar passages. The book l
written In simple language aiid I
an interesting contribution to Bib
lical knowledge.

* MORE
•
IT SEEMS*THAT
THAN
one old-time printer shared the illgotten gains of the circus and carnival grafters of the old days by
selling roller composition for much
more than its commercial value for
the purpose of making "peas" for
the shell game. A. L. Failor, after
reading of the experience of Fred
Beck, dropped in to tell me that
along in the eighties one of the
gambling fraternity in the trail of
a carnival at Grand Forks dropped
in and asked for a bit of roller
composition, and paid him a dolla:for a chunk the size of a walnut.

*

*

*
A CORRESPONDENT
H A S
caught me in an inaocuray in a
name which has been familiar to
me most of my life. I referred to
the Oxbow farm near Brantfort,
Ont. My correspondent John F.
Gilson, who must have been a
neighbor of mine, reminds me that
it was the Bow Park farm. Sure!
The great curve in the river was
the Oxbow bend, and the farm was
the Bow Park farm. Thanks.

I

j

O
KIRSOB. FORMERLY kota. ire ii a native ,of the state - - - - - - - - --..-et Crookston and now of Pasadena, having been born at Medora, wher~ his tribesmen. He, too, puff• the
Callt,, sends In clippings from the his father had charge of the De- pipe.
J>uadena Star-News, one contain- Morea ranch

property.

When

I

"Presently the pipe ls f)beathed

tJi1 a poem on Calvin Coolidge by first met him he was city editor of ln a 11eaded buckskin bag, and

.:James W. Foley, who has for sevfll'ILl years been a member of the
iitatl' of the Star-News, and the oth• giving the substance of an adctress by Mr. Foley at a meeting of
the Pasadena Labor exchange.
Many of tJie older residents of
%,Jol'th Dakota knew Mr. Foley well.
'l'hey as well as others who have
~ved later will be interested in
Mmething relating to the man who
for many years wrote verse and
philosophy dally for North Dakota
:readers. The poem on Calvin Cooltdge contains ten stanzas, and while
permission for republication has
aot been given, I am taking the
liberty ot reproducing the !first and
ltanzaa herewith:

the Bismarck Tribune. He was
the original North Dakota columnist, as for several years he conducted a column in .the Tribune
headed "Prairie Breezes." In that
column appeared numerous bits of
verse, grave and gay, together with
humorous observations on matters
and things in general. He moved
to Callfomla a good many years
ago. For several years his poems
appeared frequently in eastern
magazines, but for some time he
appears to have devoted himself
exclusively to his column in the
Pasadena Star-News.

* *

*

EVERY YEAR J. H. GRIFFIN,
Industrial agent of the Great
CALVIN COOl.IDGE
Northern railway, distributes those
.·
Great Northern calendars upo
~:ght: right, he ;aw it plain, which many of us have come to re
IJo pla:: or 8p o~~ng
';:ong. i ly for keeping track of times an·
ma e 1m va n, seasons. This year's calendar is a
;,/· sturdy soul and strong.
unusually artistlc one, Its embel
• shall not know his like again llshment being a handsome repro
l'or very, v:ry.lo!g. • •
duction of Winhold Reiss's picture,
"The Drummers "
ll'b.ere let him sleep eternally,
·
No tem'ple rearing high,
* * *
Sot in the place where men may THE LOCALE OF THE PICsee
ture ls Glacier National park and
'.l'he wood and field and sky,
the figures are those of real Inl'or there he lies as he would be, dians in their appropriate costumes
And even as you and I.
Most of us know little of Indiari
ceremonials or of the significance
J'AMES W. FOLEY IS KNOWN of the pipe, the drum and the vari
118 the poet laureate of North Da- ous other articles which are used
in what to the outsider appears
meaningless, put which, to the Indiatl mean joy; pathos, hope, or
fierce passion. Acconipanying the
calendar is the following descriptive matter which enables one to
get something of the atmosphere
in which the picture was painted
and to understand something of its
background:

* * *

J

* * *

* * *

"THE OLD SQUAW WRAP
her rugged bosom in dusk's purple
sun-streaked blanket. In the val
ley at the ancient mountain's fee
gray blue smoke spirals lazily fro
the lodges of the Blackfeet.
"Soon the old Squaw nods, slu
hers. Night's mystic mantle fall
over the most sublime of" America
wilderness-Glacier National park.
"In his tepee Buffalo Body, wrin
kled, philosophical, sits cross-leg
ged on a deer skin, puffing hi
pipe. {White tendrils of smok
from. the aputterins- bowl weav
fantastic patterns.
Heavybreas
eaters the tepee. Grunts of salu
tation and response. The pipe i
passed. Silence. Then, as noiseelfSlY as snow falls on distant
unt Grtnne». Sure Ohl.e t Join.a

Buffalo Body addresses hls comrades in the language of the Black•
feet.. Fr()m his blanket he brings
forth a drum, and Heavybreast and
Sure Chief reach for theirs. The
crudely-fashioned, tambourine-like
drums are held for a m~ment over
a smoldering fire. The heat routs
the dampness, tightening the drumheads. The redmen tune their
drums as carefully as a JYD1phony
violinist tunes his lnstru~t.
"Suddenly the quiet of th(.Jlldtan
camp ls shattered by a bollow
throbbing-the drums-and agatntt
the pulsating, blood-quickening
background rises the wild song ,>f
the drummers.
"With obedient crayons, matchless craftsmanship and a warm
sympathy, an eminent American
artist has caught the very essence
of an age-old Indian ritual ln his
brilliant group, 'The Drummers.' "

•

A FEW DAYS AGO I ASKED
for a copy of Dr. Jenner's versified
list of weather signs. Professor H.
E. Simpson has responded with a l
copy of 0 :Meteorology," one of his
class text books, in which the
verses appear under the~ head of
weather predictions. The lines are
as follows:

* •

* PREDICTIONS.
WEATHER
The hollow winds begin to blow,
The clouds look black, the glass ls
low,
The soot falls down, the spaniels
sleep,
And spiders from their cobwebs
creep;
La.st night the sun went pale to
bed,
The moon In halos hid her head,
The boding shepherd heaves a sigh,
For see! a rainbow ln the sky;
The walls are damp, the ditches
smell,
Closed is the pink-eyed plmpernell;
Hark how the chairs and tables
crack!
Old Bety's joints are on the rack;
Her corns with shooting pains torment her
And to her bed untimely sent her;
Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry,
The distant hills are looking nigh;
How restless are the snorting
swine!
The busy flies disturb the kine.
Low o'er the grass the swallow
wings;
•
The cricket, too, how sharp he
sings!
Puss on the hearth, with velvet
jaws;
lllt1 wiping o'er her whiskered
paws;
.
The smoke from chimneys right
ascends,
Then spreading back to . earth lt
bends;
The wind unsteady veers around,
Or setting in the south ls found;
Through the clear stream the fishes
rise,
And nimbly catch th' uncautlous
flies;
The glowworms, num'rous, clear,
and bright,
1Illumined the dewey dell last night;
At dusk the squalid toad was seen
' Hopping and crawling o'er the
green;
The whirling dust the wind obeys,
And in the rapid eddy plays;
The frog has changed his yellow
vest,
And in a russet coat ls dressed;

The sky ls green, the air ls still,
The merry blackbird's voice is
shrill,
The dog, so altered ln his taste,
Quits mutton bones on grass to
feast;
And see yon rooks, how odd their
flight!
They imitate the gliding kite,
And seem precipitate to fall,
As if they felt thE! piercing ball.
The tender colts on back do lie,
Not heed the traveler passing by.
In fiery red the sun doth rise,
Then wades through clouds to
mount the skies.
'Twill surely rain-I see with sorrow
Our jaunt must be put off tomor:.
row.

*

*

* ATTRIBUTED
THESE LINES,
to Dr. Edward Jenner, the famous
English physician, who is known
to the world as the discoverer of
vaccination, prove that the learned
doctor was also a careful and accurate observer of what went on
about him. The weather signs
which he has here assembled were
not only those currently accepted
among the people of his day, but
each one, if not a "sure sign" of
rain, is a reasonable indication of
its probability. Each represents
current popular belief, based on observation, and each has a basis of
scientific fact.

* *

* COLLECTHE SIGNS IN THIS
tion are all of the class which indicate the probability of some immediate changes in the weather.
The rain which is presumed to be
on the way is preceded by certain
atmospheric changes which affect
the behavior of plants and animals
and the sensations of human beings. They are quite different from
the "signs" which have no relation
to oncoming weather, but by means
of which it ls often attempted to
forecast the weather for a long
time in advance. In this latter
class the supposed influence of
changes in the moon, the position
of the stars, growth of moss on the
trees, storage of food by squirrels
and other animals, thickness of fur
on fur-bearing animals, and a host
of others, fairly popular, all of
which may b_e dismissed as superstitions.
·

.

PETER HAUGEN OF REYin.olds, having read the two stanzas
of J. W. Foley's poem on Calvin
Coolidge which were reproduced in
this column recently, does not think
that Mr. Foley has done himself
justice in the poem. Mr. Haugen
writes as follows:

*

*

*

J

,

Foley to the contrary notwlthstand-. tions favoring them should occur. /
ing."
·
This Is predicted as a result of the
I SHALL NOT TAKE SIDES annual grasshopper survey of the
in this discussion In either its liter- bureau of entomolgy of the U. S.
ary or theological aspects. There Department of Agriculture, whicli
is a suggestion of theology In Mr. has just been completed. The field
Haugen's closing sentences. I pass research men of the bureau exthe subject on to others who may amine the soil in trouble-promising
areas, counting grasshopper eggsl
have opinions of their own.
and judging as well as they can
A PLEASEANT*LETTER FROM the climate conditions that favor or
Rev. Dr. J. G. Moore from Long hinder their development when1
Beach, Cal., says that conditions in warm weather returns. In only oneJ
California are about as they are in state, North Dakota, is the eggNorth Dakota, except for the cli- count higher than it was in the
mate. Dr. and Mrs. Moore are fall of 1931, though there are l<>-j
spending a part of the winter a
cal "bad spots" in a number o~f
other states. In these places the
Long Beach with their daughte
farmers may again have to sprea
Marjorie and her family. En rout
to California the Moores stopped at poison bran bait for the young
Seattle and there met Mr. and Mrs. 'hoppers, unless a cool moist sprin
Fred Isham, fonuer residents of favors the development of para
Grand Forks, who wished to be sites and fungus diseases and thuJ
remembered to Grand Forks keeps the numbers of the insects
friends.
down by natural means.''
j

* * *

"I ~VE READ, IN YOUR
column, ''!!hat Reminds Me,' in the
Herald of Jan. 19th, the two stanzas of our J. W. Foley's poem on
Calvin Coolidge.
"I have read a number of Mr.
Foley's poems, and have found
pleasure and profit therein; but,
judging these two stanzas, it must
be rather difficult for Mr. Foley
to keep the "incense kindled at the
muse's flame" aglow in these days
of commercialism, avarice, graft,
and greed. Or, perhaps it is the
depression!
"However, the literary merits or
demerits of these two stanzas was
A LETTER FROM MRS. J. S.
not what particularly drew my attention. It was when I read the Fattlar of Fairdale, N. D., brings a
first line of the last stanza, that I suggestion of summer in the mention made of humming birds. Mrs.
stopped and looked again.
Fattlar writes that a pair of these
"It says, 'There let him sleep beautiful creatures make themeternally.'
selves at home &mong the flowers
"Eternally; according to our that surround her house. The birds
ultra-orthodox theologians, is an ex- also are so tame they will feed
ceedingly long time. Surely, surely, from flowers 'T!hich she holds in
Mr. Foley would not want Calvin her hand, and they will perch fearCoolidge to sleep that long!
lessly on a branch not more than a
"And Calvin Coolldge isn't going foot or so from her.
to sleep that long anyhow, J. W.
MRS. FATTLAR ALSO HAS A
novelty in the way of pets in a
horned toad which she is keeping
over the winter. Returning last
summer from a visit to New Mexico she brought three of these toads
with her. Two of them died, but
the third went into winter apparen~
tly in good shape and is now hibernating in a box of sand. The
box is warmed a little occasionally,
and there seems to be no good
reason why the toad should not
come out in the spring healthy and
lively.

*

*

* * *

* * *

* * * .

DURING THE SUMMER,
months he was fed on flies, ants
and other small insects which the
children of the town caught for
him. He enjoyed grasshoppers, but
it was necessary to remove the
legs of the hoppers for him. He inIsists on having only live food.

*

*

*

*

SPEAK I NG *OF GRASSHOPpers, a clipping from Science News
· has this bit of information:

* WILL NOT
"GRASSHOPPERS
cause major crop damage in th
W~st during the coming summer
unless unexpected weather condl

HENRY HALLICK, ONE OF
the old settlers of Brenna township came to Grand Forks as a boy
Sn the early seventies and has been
familiar with the changes which
have taken place since that time.
Incidentally, he contributes a bit of
Information concerning the history
of the Grand Forks postoffice. The
first postoffice, as bas been ment!oned, was at the old Nick Hoffman place near what ls now the
corner of Eighth avenue south and,
Almonte. There has been uncertainty concerning lts next location.

* * *

MR. HALLICK SAYS THAT
the first move of the postoffice
from the Hoffman place was to
the Doheny & Lyons store on
South Third street on the site now
occupied by the Panovitz store. His
recollection ls that the postoffice
occupied space toward the rear of
the store. Mr. Hallick also remembers well the building of the log
house on Cottonwood, concerning
which there bas been a legend that
the postoffice was located there.
Members of the family that built
the log house have disposed of
that tradition, and Mr. Hallick also
remembers well that the Cottonwood street house was never used
aa a postoffice.

*

* *

A WEEK AGO NEWSPAPERS
earried announcement of the ret!rement of Antonio Scotti, the famous baritone, after more than
thirty years in operatic and concert work, The item recalls the
fact that Scotti was among the
number of eminent artists on the
operatic and dramitic stage who
delighted Grand Forks audiences.

* *

*

lT WAS ON SEPTEMBER 17
1920, that the Scotti Grand Oper~
company appeared in Grand Forks
in "Madame Butterfly" and it will
be a. long time befor'e those who
attended that performance at the
auditorium will forget the pleasure
of that evening. Scotti directed his
own company and sang the role of
Sharpless. The role of Cho-ChoSan was sung by Florence Easton
and Orville Harro~d had the part
of Pinkerton, the faithless lieutenant. Florence Easton was long a
member of the Metropolitan Opera
company and has had the leadin
roles in many of the great opera;
Almost all of the members of th~
company were Metropolitan artists

*

*

*

·

the wonderfttl power and delicacy
of expression that Florence Easton
was able to give to her interpretation in the later scenes of the
opera after number after number
which, apparently, must have demanded the last ounce of her pbysical strength. Notwithstanding the
demands which she met all through
the opera, her rendition ln the trying passages at the close was as
powerful and as exquisite as if
she had just stepped on the stage.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *·

SCOTTI, FLORENCE EASTON,
Melba, Schumann-Helnk ln opera
and concert; Mansfield, Mantell,
Modjeska, Warde, James, Mrs.
Fiske ln drama; what a glorious
group? And they II ll trod the
boards in Grand Forks ln the notso-very-long-ago. It ls good sometimes to have glories to think
about, even though the glories are
departed.
MRS. S. H. LOWE OF KENmare and Mrs. E. T. Knutson, of
Flllmore, N. D., sent copies of
"Signs of Rain," for which thanks
are return d. There are slight differences in the various published
texts, which ls not strange when
one remembers that the lines have
been published, often from memory
during the past hundred years.
'
IN THIS LOCALITY THERE IS
~ust enough snow for good sleighing. Rather curiously, the good
roads movement baa Impaired the
sleighing ln the country. Main
highwars are graded high so that
they will not be materially affected by water In summer, and that
is excellent for travel ln general.
It makes for a solid road bed tn
summer, and lt also helps to keep
the roads clear of snow in winter. That ls all right for automobile travel, but not so good for
sleighs. Except where there has
been drifting the trunk roads are
apt to be bare, and sleighs will not
slip well on concrete o.r gravel. For
a satisfactory sleigh flde one must
almost stick to selected city streets
or take to the side ~roads In ,.the
country.
THIS wro!ty 1Bo~T GEORGE
s li b··'.L. . ~
fa s
former liveryman and
or m ny years an alderman of
~rand Forks, comes from Chas.
vanson, city auditor:
d Mr.hralisbury, frequently overrew s bank account at the Union
National bank. Sidney Clark was
cashier and always wrote him

ly,

MY MOST DISTINCT
ot.
RECOL1 ti
ec en
that performance 1a of lett.@r, On! ~ai Sall~bufl w~~t

!~t:

- 1
the bank and asked what all the
letters ·meant. Clark explained that
the bank tried to accomodate its
patrons, but that lt was necessary
for a check maker to have funds
, in the bank to take care of the
checks.
·
Salisbury answered, Mt can take
care of all the money I get, and
all that I need a bank for is to
take care of the checks I write.''

